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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a partially ordered finite set with a partial order «. 
A real-valued function g defined on X is called "isotone" with respect 
to « if the order « is preserved by g, i.e., g(x) < g(y) whenever 
X, y € X and x « y. Let G(X) be the set of all Isotone functions 
on X. Given a function f on X, the L^  isotone optimization 
problem, 1 < p < is to find an element g in G(X) which minimizes 
the Lp norm with weights to 
y |f(x) - g(x)|P u(x), g€G(X), 
xgX 
where ui is a given positive function on X. 
These isotone optimization problems originates mainly from order 
restricted statistical inference. The L2 version of this problem has 
been fully discussed. This L2 problem and the related statistical 
inferences have been thoroughly considered by Barlow et al. [1, Chapters 1 
and 2]. The Minimum Lower Sets Algorithm (MLSA), which is used most 
often, is given in [2] and in [3]. For the case of total order, the Pool 
Adjacent-Violators Algorithm (PAVA) and the Up-and-Down Blocks Algorithm 
were developed by J. B. Kruskal [4] and by Ayer et al. [5], 
respectively. All the above algorithms including other algorithms not 
mentioned here are discussed in chapters 1 and 2 of [1]. The Lj^ isotone 
optimization problem has been considered in [6] through [12]. Barlow and 
Ubhaya in [13] and Ubhaya in [14] and [15] consider the Lp 
problems, 1 < p < The MLSA originally developed for the L2 problem 
is modified in [12] so that it can be applied to the more general cases 
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which Includes the L| problem as a special case. A subset of U of 
X is called an upper layer if and only if x € U whenever y € U and y 
« X. A subset L of X Is called a lower layer If and only If x € L 
whenever y € L and x « y. A set function M defined on the nonenpty 
subsets of X is said to be a Cauchy Mean Value function provided 
M(A+B) is between M(A) and M(B). It is easy to see that if M(A) is 
the median of A, then M is a Cauchy Mean Value function. This median 
function is used for the problem in the generalized MLSA described 
below. We now describe the generalized MLSA. 
Minimum Lower Set Algorithm: Set = X and let 
/I \ (2'\ Cn.) 
U 2 » ^2 ' ***' ^ 2 the upper layers which are proper subsets of 
Uj and which minimize M(Uj-U). Find the smallest that satisfies 
the Inequality: 
M(u(k)_u(l)) < M(u^-u(k)) for all k with f 
and set Repeating this process, we at last obtain a 
sequence  ^  ^ such that is a proper subset of 
and Ujj = <|). Then, g*(x) = M(U^-U^^^ ) for all x € 
n = 1, 2, ..., N -1. 
The above algorithm is not likely to be very efficient since one has 
to compute the median of all the upper layers. The problem being 
considered here is the problem without weights: 
(D): minimize ) |f(x)-g(x)| subject to g € G(X). 
xGX 
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In considering this problem, we try to take advantage of duality. The 
dual of the problem (D) is proposed in Chapter 2. An algorithm which 
utilizes network flows is constructed that solves both the primal and the 
dual simultaneously without computing the medians and that ends up with 
the median of some subset of X. It also is used to prove the duality 
theorems. 
We need some introduction of the network which is necessary for 
developing the algorithm. This material can be found in Rockafellar [16, 
Chapters 1 and 2]. 
Let A and N be any two abstract sets and let there be a function 
which assigns to each J € A a pair (x,y) g N x N such that 
X ^ y. By a network G, we then mean a triple of A, N and the 
function. This function is just described like J = (x,y). A is called 
the arc set and N the node set. In case of J = (x,y), x and y are 
called the initial node and the terminal node of the arc J, 
respectively. A path P in a network G is a finite sequence; 
XQ, x^, J^ , Xg J^ , x^  (k>0), where x^ denotes a node, 
denotes an arc and either = (x^_j^,x^) or = (x\,x^  When x^ 
= Xj ,^ we call P a circuit. The arc in P is said to be traversed 
positively or negatively according to whether = (x\ ^,x^) or 
= (x^,x^ j). For an elementary path P which uses no node more than 
once, except for the Initial and the terminal node, is defined as the 
set of positive arcs and P~ as the set of negative arcs. For an 
elementary path P, the incidence function for P is defined by: 
if J e p"*" 
ep(J) = < -1 if J e p' 
0 otherwise 
Painted Path Problem: Each arc in the network is painted one of the four 
colors (green, white, black and red) with the meaning: the green arc is 
traversable in either direction, the white arc is traversable only 
positively- the black arc is traversable only negatively and the red arc 
is forbidden. Let N"*" and N~ be two nonempty disjoint node sets in the 
painted network. The painted path problem then is to determine a path 
F : N"*" N~ 
such that each arc in is green or white and each arc in P is green 
or black. 
Painted Cut Problem: Define the sets of arcs for a given node set S in 
a network G, 
0^ = [S,N\S]^  = {J €A| J = (x,y), X € S, y € K\S} 
0 = [S,N\S] = {J€A| J = (x,y), X € N\S, y € S} 
^ — 
By a cut Q in the network G, we then mean a set Q = Q U Q • The 
notation Q = (S,N\S] is adopted. The painted cut problem is: In a 
painted network, given two nonempty node sets N"*" and N which are 
disjoint, find a cut Q = [S,N\S] with N cS and SpN =  ^ such that 
each arc in is red or black and each arc in Q is red or white. 
Painted network algorithm (PNA): 
For a given node set S Z) N"*", define a function 0 : S\N ->• A 
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satisfying the following 
1) For each x € SXn"*", 6(x) is an arc joining x to another node 
in S. 
2) Whenever a sequence is generated of the form x. , 8(x^ ), Xg» 
eCxg), a node in is eventually reached. 
This function 0 is called a routing of S with base N*. 
Step 0; Given 8:3 with S fl N~ = <|) and a routing 0, examine the 
cut Q = [S,N\S] 
Step 1: If has an arc J which is green or white, then let 
9(x) = J where x is the end node of J not in S. Replace 
S by SU{x} and go to step 4. 
Step 2: If Q has an arc J which is green or black, then let 
9(x) = J where x is the end node of J not in S. Replace 
S by SU {x} and go to step 4. 
Step 3: If neither of the above step, then stop. There is no solution 
to the painted network problem. 
Step 4: If X € N , then stop. The reverse of the sequence in the 
routing 9 is a solution path P from N to x. 
Step 5: If X JÉ N , go to step 0. 
Initially, the algorithm starts with S = N^. 
Painted Network Theorem: Let and N be disjoint node sets in the 
painted network with four colors. Exactly one of the following problems 
then has a solution; 
(1) Painted network problem, or 
(2) Painted cut problem. 
This implies that PNA always ends up either with a path or with a 
cut. The incidence function for a cut Q is defined by 
6 
e_(J) = < -1 
if J e Q+ 
if J € q" 
otherwise 
and the incidence function for a node set S is defined by 
r 1 if X € S 
^ 0 if X 2 S . 
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II. DUAL PROBLEM 
In this chapter, the dual problem for the minimum problem (D) is 
proposed and the algorithmic proof of the duality is given in the next 
chapter. To state the dual, it is convenient to use a line diagram which 
illustrates the properties of partially ordered set. The elements of a 
set X are represented by points on the diagram; if two points x and 
y are connected by a line with arrow heading from x to y, this means 
that X « y. Suppose that x Ç X. The immediate successors of x is 
the set U(x) = {y € x| x << y, x f y and there is no z in X such 
that X « z « y} and the immediate predecessors of x is the set 
L(x) = {y € X| y « X, X y and there is no z in X such that 
y « z « X }. Define the set 5 by X = {(x,y)| 
X € X, y € U(x)}. Note that Z = {(x,y)| y € X, x g L(y)} and also 
that Z may be viewed as the set of all lines with arrow in a line 
diagram. 
2.1. Example 
© 
f 
Fig. 2.1. Example of a line diagram 
Fig. 2.1 represents a partially ordered set X = (a,b,c,d,e,f,g}. Note 
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U(d) = L(d) = {c} and •£ = {(a,c), (b,c), (c,d), (d,e), (d,f), 
(e,g), (f,g)}. 
We now rephrase the problem (D): 
(D); mln J, |f(x)-g(x)| subject to 
x€x 
(D-1): g(x) < g(y) whenever (x,y) € f. 
Let w and F be two functions defined on X and <£ respectively. 
Consider the problem (P): 
(P) maximize 
I f(x) w(x) 
x€X 
subject to 
(P-1) ; w(x) € {0,41} , x € X 
(P-2) : F(x,y) > 0, (x,y) € £ 
(P-3) : w(x) = y F(x,y) - X F(zjx), x € X. 
y€ U(x) z € L(x) 
The problems (D) and (P) are dual to each other and will be called 
the dual and the primal respectively. We will make this more precise. 
Any function g in G(X) is called feasible for the dual (D) and any 
functions w and F on X and £ respectively satisfying the 
constraints (P-1), (P—2) and (P-3) are called feasible for the primal 
(P). 
2.2 Lemma 
If w is a feasible function for the primal (P), then the following 
inequality holds: 
y w(x) [f(x)-g(x)] < I |f(x)-g(x)|, 
x e x  x € X  
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where the equality holds if and only if w(x) = sgn[f(x)-g(x)] whenever 
f(x) * g(x). 
Lemma 2.2 follows directly from the constraint (P-1). 
2.3 Lewa 
Let w and g be feasible functions for the problems (P) and 
(D) respectively. The following inequality holds: 
J w(x) f(x) < J w(x) [f(x)-g(x)] 
X €X X € X 
where the equality holds if and only if J w(x)g(x) = 0 
X ex 
To prove Lemma 2.3, we define a function e^ on jj for each 
X  € X ;  
1 if X = y 
-1 if X = z 
0 otherwise 
With this Incidence function for each x in X, we may rephrase the 
constraint (P-3) as: 
(P-3): w(x) = 2 e (y,z)F(y,z), x € X 
(y,z)ef * 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. 
It is sufficient to show that  ^ w(x)g(x) < 0. 
x € X  
I w(x)g(x) = I g(x) [ I e (y,z)F(y,z)] 
X é X X ^  (y,z) € Z 
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y F(y,z) r T g(x)e (y,z)] 
(y,z)€ f xçX 
T F(y,a)[g(y)-g(z)] < 0 
(y,z)€ f 
where the Inequality comes from the constraints (D—1) and (P—2). The 
third equality follows from the definition of the incidence function e. 
By the above two lemmas, we have shown that the minimum of the dual 
is always greater than or equal to the maximum of the primal and also that 
the feasible functions are optimal if they are equal. We may call this 
"The Guess Verifier" for the problems being considered. Furthermore, we 
have two optimal criteria stated above. 
Condition A: For each x € X, w(x) = sgn[f(x)-g(x)] 
whenever f(x) 9^  g(x) 
Condition B: T w(x) g(x) = 0 
x€X 
Noting that condition B is true if and only If F(y,2)[g(y)-g(z)] = 0 for 
all (y,z)€£ in the proof of Lemma 2.3, Condition B may be equivalently 
described as: 
Condition B. F(x,y) [g(x)-g(y) ] = 0 for all (x,y) € S, • 
which is usually called "The Complementary Slackness Condition" for the 
primal and dual problem. 
2.4 Theorem (Duality Theorem) 
If w Is a feasible function for the primal (P) and g is a 
feasible function for the dual (D), then w and g are optimal if and 
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only they satisfy both Conditions A and B. 
The sufficiency of Theorem 2.4 is the immediate consequence of Lemma 
2.2 and 2.3. Assume the necessity is proved. By Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 again, 
the optimal values then are the same. Hence they are dual to each 
other. The necessity of Theorem 2.4 is proved by constructing an 
algorithm. 
We now conlude this chapter by giving a small example. 
2.5 Example 
In this example, the set X = {x^| 1 = 1,2,3,4,5} has a total order 
such that x^ < Xj if 1 < j. 
* * * 
The data f on X and the optimal solutions g , w and F are: 
=1 
^1 *2 *3 *4 ^5 
f(Xj^ ) 5 3 7 5 8 
g*(x^) 3 3 5 5 8 
w*(x^ ) 1 -1 1 -1 0 
1 (xj,x2), (Xg'X*) 
0 otherwise 
It is easy to check that both Conditions A and B are satisfied and hence 
* * * 
that g , w and F are optimal. 
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III. DIIAL ALGORITHM 
Our primary purpose here is to solve both the primal and the dual at 
the same time. Note that both problems always have the feasible 
functions. The obvious feasible ones are w = 0, g = 0 and F = 0, 
which satisfy Condition B. So we start with these feasible functions, 
seek improved feasible functions satisfying Condition B and stop when 
Condition A is also satisfied. 
We may view the line diagram for a given set X with a partial order 
as a network with node set X and with arc set £. Let us augment this 
network by attaching a node, represented by and arcs 
(-oo,x), X Ç X. From now on, the nodes in X and the arcs in f are 
called original and those attached are called augmented. Let 
N = X U {-"} and A = £ U <2^  where = {(-®,x)|x Ç X}. With this 
setting, the function w on X may be regarded as a function on and 
the function e^  can be extended to be defined on A for each x € N. 
3.1 Example 
Let X be given in Example 2.5. The Fig. 3.1 is the augmented 
network where a node -<» and the arcs (-oojXj), (-™,Xg), 
(-»,x^ ) and (-«,Xg) are augmented. 
© »  © — • © —  
Fig. 3.1. Example of an augmented network 
Note that without loss of generality, we may assume that f(x) > 0 
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for all X X. One more assumption Is that for any x, y € X with 
X 5^  y, there exists a path P : x + y. Otherwise, we could partition 
X Into two or more sets for each of which our assumption Is satisfied and 
solve the same problem for each partition. 
3.2 Dual Algorithm 
Initially, w 5 0, g = 0 and F 5 0. 
Step A: Given arbitrary w and g, set 
UN » {x € X| f(x) > g(x), w(x) = 0 or -1} . 
If UN = 4, w, g and F are optimal solutions. 
Step B; Given arbitrary w, g and F, paint the network: 
1) Any original arc J = (x,y) € £ is painted; 
red if g(x) < g(y), 
white if g(x) = g(y), F ( J )  = 0, 
green if g(x) = g(y), F(J) > 0 
2) Any augmented arc J = (-«>,x)^  ?^  is painted; 
red if w(x) = sgn[f(x)-g(x)J, f(x) ^ g(x) 
black if [g(x) = f(x), w(x) = 1] or 
[g(x) > f(x), w(x) = 0 or 1] 
white if [g(x) = f(x), w(x) = -1] or 
[g(x) < f(x), w(x) = 0 or -1] 
green if g(x) = f(x), w(x) = 0 
* + * 
Step C: Select x € UN and apply PNA with N = {x } and 
mm  ^
N = {-<*>}. The same node x should be selected as long as it is 
still in UN. With this selection rule, we can assure that this 
algorithm is finite. The result of PNA in step C is either a 
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circuit P or a eut Q = [S,N\S] containing the arc J = ) 
Step D: If a circuit P, let 
w' = w + e 
P 
F' = F + e 
P 
and go to step A. 
Step E: If a cut Q = [S,N\S], calculate 
a = rninfS^.gg} where 
= mln{f(x)-g(x)| (-",x) Q , w(x) =0 or 1} 
@2 = minfg(z)-g(y)| (y,z) Q"*} 
and let 
g' = g + 8 eg. 
Go to step A. 
The flow chart on the next page explains the sequence, see Fig. 3.2. 
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CZEHD 
w 0 
g = 0 
w = 0 
i 
update UN 
^ ^ top ^  
1) select X € UN 
2) paint the network 
I 
Apply PNA 
with n"*" ={X }, N = {-"} 
Q = [S,N\S] 
w' = w + 
F'. = F + ®P 
calculate g 
g' = g + g e, 
Note: In the step marked *, select the same x as long as it is still 
in UN. 
Fig. 3.2 Flow Chart 
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3.3 Example 
Fig. 3.3a represents the original network with 
X ={x^| i = 1, 2, ..., 12} and Fig. 3.3b represents the values of f at 
each node with optimal solutions. When Dual Algorithm Is applied to 
the network in Fig. 3.3a with augmented arcs and a node the details 
except the painting are recorded in the Table 3.3a and 3.3 b. In Table 
3.3b, every blank position has the same value as the previous position in 
the same row and in each position the value in the northwest corner is 
for g and the one In the southeast corner is for w. The rightmost 
position In each row represents the optimal solution for g and w . 
The optimal value is: 
F(XG) + F(xg) + F(XY) - F(XG) - F(XG) - F(Xjj) 
= 7 + 8 + 8- 4- 5 — 5 
= 9. 
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i=l,..., 12} Fig. 3.3. Original network with X = {x 
Fig. 3.3 b. The values of f and the optimal solutions 
Table 3.3a. The list of UN, N^ , P or 0 and g at each iteration 
Iteration UN N+ P or Q = [S.N S] p 
1 X S = X - {Xg} 1 
2 X - {Xj} X2 S = {Xg} 1 
3 X - {xp X2 S . {x2,X5,Xg,Xi2} 2 
4 X - {Xj.x^ } X3 S = {x3,x^,xg,x^ y} 2 
5 X - {Xj.x^ } 
^3 S = {X3, X5, x^, Xg, Xg, x^Q, x^ 2> 1 
6 X - {xj.x^.x^.xg} S = {*4.*7.*11} 3 
7 X - {x^ .xg.x^ .xg} 
*4 S = {x^ ,x^ ,XjQ,Xjj,Xj2} 1 
8 X - {Xj.X^.X^ .X^ .Xg.Xjj} ^5 P : - w + Xg + Xg -00 -
9 X •" -(x J, • • • jX^  jXg jX} 
*6 S = {Xg.Xg) 1 
10 {x^,x^,x^Q,x^ 2> *6 P : -œ + X,+ X_ -co 0 V -
11 {Xy.^iQ.Xia} 7^ P : -00 -»- x^  + Xj J -00 -
12 t*10'*12l *10 s = {Xi0'*12} 1 
13 
^^12> *12 S = {xj^} 2 
14 * 
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Table 3.3b. The values of g, w and F at each iteration 
X Iter-
\ation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
'^ l 
iX 
/ 0 FT 
X2 X / • -
3^ X / / 
4^ 
1 / / / 
^5 
1 ^  / / / 
H X / y / / 
""7 / 5/ / '  / 
*8 
1 Y / / / 
X9 
1 V 
X^o / / / 
^10 
1 Y 
0 / / / y / 
''Il 
4/ 
/ / / 
*12 / / / y / 
F* (xc I ' X * )  =  1 at 7-th iteration. 
F* (x^ .xg) = 1 at 9-th iteration. 
F* ( X Y . X I I )  =  = 1 at ll-th iteration. 
0
 I
I 
V
 otherwise • 
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3.4 daim 
g in step E is positive. 
Proof: Any augmented arc J = (-oo,x) ç 0 is red or white. By the 
painting condition, f(x) - g(x) > 0 whenever w(x) =0 or 1, which 
implies > 0. Any original arc (y,z) in is red and hence 
g(z) - g(y) > 0. See Fig. 3.4. 
"white 
red 
red 
/ g(y) < g(z) 
red white 
— 00 
Fig. 3.4. A typical cut 
We will show that w and g remain feasible after each iteration 
and that Condition B is always satisfied. This will be done mainly by 
mathematical induction. 
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3.5 Lemma 
The constraints of the primal are satisfied by new w' and F'. 
Proof: Initially, the constraints are satisfied. Note that w and F 
experience a change only when the outcome of PNA is a circuit P 
* ie 
containing J = (-«.x ) and that this circuit P has only two augmented 
arcs. Let J = be the augmented arc in P other than J*. 
Then J* € P^ and J € P~, which implies that w'(x ) = 1 and 
w'(z) =0 or -1 because only black or green arcs are allowed to be in 
P~. Any original arc Jj in P is either white or green. If Jj is 
white, then it is in P^ . Therefore, F'CJ^ ) = FCJJ) + 1 > 0. Note that 
F takes integral value on . This can be verified by an induction 
argument. Thus F is > 1 at the green arcs, see Fig. 3.5a. Since w' 
= w except at x*, z and F' = F except at arcs in P, the 
* 
constraint (P-3) Is still valid for any node not In P. Let y x ,z) 
be any node in P. Then there are only two arcs in P that have the 
node y as their end node. We have three different cases: 
(1): Both arcs are in P*, 
(2): Both arcs are in P~, 
(3): One is P^, the other in P . 
In both cases of (1) and (2), there are only one node in U(y), say a, and 
only one node in L(y), namely b, such that (y,a), (b,y) € P. 
I F'(y,x) - I F'(t,y) 
X € U(y) tÇU(y) 
= y F(y,x) + F'(y,a) - ^ F(t,y) - F'(b,y) 
x€ u(y) t ÇL(y) 
x^ a t^b 
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I F(y,x) - I F(t,y) + [F(y,a) +6] - [F(b,y) +6] 
teu(y) t çL(y) 
Xita t#b 
J F(y,x) - y F(t,y) 
X €lj(y) t €L(y) 
= w(y) 
= w'(y) 
where 6 is defined by 
1 if (y,a), (b,y) $ P"*" 
-1 if (y,a), (b,y) ç P . 
Fig 3.5b and 3.5c represent the cases (2) and (3) respectively. 
In the case (3), the end nodes of the two arcs other than the node y are 
either in U(y) or in L(y) and it is easy to show. For the node x 
and z, we can employ the same argument. Hence the induction argument 
completes the proof. 
(F'=l) 
F = 0 
(F'>2) 
F > 1 
(F'>0) 
F > 1 
white green ^^ ^^ green 
white 
w = 0 
(w'=l) 
green, w = 0 or 1 
black, w = 0 
(w'= 0 or -1) 
Fig. 3.5 a. A typical circuit 
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green green 
Fig. 3.5b. A typical circuit of case (2) in the proof of Lenma 3.5 
white 
or green 
green 
Fig. 3.5 c. A typical circuit of case (3) in the proof of Lemma 3.5 
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3.6 Lemma 
The Isotone constraint (D-1) is satisfied by the new g'. 
Proof: Initially, this constraint is satisfied. Assume this is true 
before a certain iteration. Note that g is changed only when PNA ends 
up with a cut Q = [S, N\S] containing J = (-<»,x ) and g = g' except 
on S. Any original arc Inside S Is either green or white. This means 
that g takes the same value on S. Let this value be a. Then 
g*(s) = a + g for all s € S. Hence it suffices to show that 
g'(y) - g'(x) > 0 for any original arc (x,y) in Q. Let J = (x,y) be 
in Q"^ . Then J is red and g(y) - g(x) > 0. Therefore, 
g ' ( x )  = : a + g < a + B 2 < a  +  g ( y )  -  g ( x )  =  g ( y )  =  g ' ( y ) .  I f  J  =  ( x , y )  
is Q~, then g'(x) = g(x) < g(y) < g(y) + f? = g'(y), which completes the 
proof. 
white 
white 
red red green 
Fig. 3.6. A typical cut 
3.7 Claim 
If an original arc J = (x,y) is red, then F(J) = 0. 
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Proof: The red color In the original arcs can be Introduced or changed 
only when the outcome of PNA is a cut. Assume J becomes red for the 
first time after a certain cut Q. Then J is in Q and J was 
white. Thus F'(J) = 0 since F is zero at the white original arc and 
F remains unchanged after a cut. A green arc can't be contained in a 
cut. This means that the only candidate original arcs that may become red 
was either white or red. In both cases, F was 0 at that arc and so 
is F'. Therefore, the proof is completed by induction. 
3.8 Theorem 
Condition B is satisfied at each iteration. 
Proof: Initially, Condition B is satisfied. Assume that 
 ^ w(x) g(x) = 0 before a certain iteration. If PNA ends up with a 
x€X 
circuit P containing J = (-«>,x ) and J - (-<x>,z), then w' = w 
except at X , z and g' = g. Therefore, we have 
I w'(x)g'(x) = I w'(x)g'(x) + w'(x*) g'(x*) + w'(z) g'(z) 
x€X xÇX 
* 
x^x ,z 
= I w(x) g(x) + [w(x*)+l] g(x ) + [w(z)-l] g(z) 
xÇX 
* 
x*x ,z 
= y w(x) g(x) + g(x ) - g(z) 
xèx 
But g(x*) = g(z) since all the original arcs in P are green or white. 
So, we complete the proof for this case, see Fig. 3.5a. Now let the 
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outcome of PNA be a cut Q = [S, N\S]. In this case, w' = w and 
% w(s) = 0. For, 
s€S 
I w(s) =11 e (J) F(J) 
ses sçS JçZ 
= I F(J) ^ e (J) 
j € £  s e s  
F(J) =0 if J e <£ and J e Q and for J not in Q, ^ e (J) = 0 
ses ® 
since both ends of J are either in S or outside S. Note that g' 
g on N\S, g'=g + S on S and w' = w. Now we have 
I g'(x) w'(x) = I g'(x) w(x) 
xex xex 
I g(x) w (x) + I [g(s)+8J w(s) 
xex-s ses 
I g(x) w(x) + g % w(s) 
xéx ses 
y gCx) w (x). 
Xgx 
and which completes the proof, see Fig. 3.6. 
3.9 Lemma 
New UN is a subset of old UN. 
Proof: Let the outcome of PNA be a circuit P. If x is not in UN and 
J = (-oo,x) e P, J then was green or black, that is, g(x) < f(x) and 
hence g'(x) < f(x). Thus we conclude that x remains outside new UN. 
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For the case of a cut Q = [S,N\S], let x be a node in new UN but not 
in old UN. Note that the node x should be in S since otherwise x 
should not be a new element of new UN because of the fact that 
g' = g on X - S. According to the definition of UN, g'(x) < f(x) 
and w'(x) = 0 or -1. But g' = g + 3 on S. Therefore we have the 
inequality g(x) < f(x). Together with this inequality, w = w' implies 
that the node x was in old UN, which is a contradiction to our 
assumption. 
Noticing that at the beginning there is no node x such that 
f(x) > g(x) and w(x) = -1, we may revise the condition of the node set 
UN in step A and that ot painting for the white augmented arc in step 
B: 
UN = {xÇX| f(x) > g(x), w(x) = 0} 
white if [g(x) = f(x), w(x) = -1] or [g(x) < f(x), w(x) = 0] 
We can also prove Lemma 3.10 stated below by the same argument and we can 
change the painting condition for the black augmented arc in step B: 
black if g(x) = f(x), w(x) =1. 
3.10 Lemma 
New UNQ is the subset of old UKQ where UNQ is the set of 
{x€x( f(x) < g(x), w(x) = 0 or 1}. 
The next theorem 3.11 is simply a corollary of Lemma 3.9 and 3.10. 
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3.11 Theorem (Termination Condition Theorem) 
If UN = Condition A then is satisfied. 
We have shown that w and g are really optimal at the termination 
of this algorithm. Now we show that our algorithm is finite. 
3.12 Theorem 
Whenever the result of PNA Is a circuit P containing the arc 
* * 
J = ("",x ), new UN is a proper subset of old UN and 
y f(x) w(x) is strictly increasing. 
xçX 
Proof: Since w'(x*) = w(x*) + 1, the first conclusion follows directly 
from the revised condition of the set UN as a consequence of Lemma 
3.9. Let J = (-"«y) be the augmented arc in P other than J*. The 
arc J, then, is in P~ and w'(y) - w(y) = -1. Therefore, we have 
y w'(x) f(x) - y w(x) f(x) = f(x ) - f(y) 
xçX X0C 
Since all the original arcs in a circuit are green or white, we can 
conclude that g(x*) = g(y). But f(y) = g(y) because J is in P~. 
Moreover, f(x*) > g(x*) because x* is in old UN. Therefore, f(x ) -
f(y) > 0, which establishes the second conclusion. 
3.13 Theorem (Finltedness Theorem) 
The Dual Algorithm is a finite algorithm. 
Proof: Because of Theorem 3.12, it is sufficient to show that whenever 
the outcome of PNA is a circuit Q = [S, N\S] at a certain iteration, 
either 
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(a) New UN Is a proper subset of old UN 
or 
(b) the outcome of PNA is a circuit after a finite number of 
Iterations in which the outcomes of PNA are cuts. 
* 
Let X be a node with which PNA is initiated. If 
6 = = fCSg) - g^ Sg) for some s^  € S in step E, then e'Csq) = fCsg) 
and w'(sg) = W(SQ) = 0 or 1. Thus JQ = (-<»,SQ) becomes green or 
* * 
black. We have two possibilities: SQ = x and Sg 2 x . In the former 
case, (a) occurs. In the latter case, 
g'(x*) = g(x ) + < g(x ) + [f(x ) - g(x )] = f(x ). 
Thus the node x* is still in new UN. But the painting of the original 
arcs inside S is not changed, which means that there is a circuit 
ie * 
containing JQ and J = (-«>,x ) as long as PNA is initiated with the 
same x . Assume that 8 = Bg = g(y) ~ g(x), Jj = (x,y) € Q in step 
E. This can occur only finite times in a row. For the arc J^ = (x,y) 
becomes white since g'(x) = g(x) + 6 = g(y) =• g'(y). In the case of 
* * 
f(x ) - g(x ) = 6, (a) occurs. Therefore we may assume 
f(x*) - g(x ) * G. Then x* is still in UN since g'(x ) = g(x ) 
1^» 
+ 6 < g(x ) + f(x ) - g(x ) = f(x ) and w'(x ) = w(x ) = 0. The 
painting inside S is the same as before. If another cut 
Q' = [S',N\S'] occurs again In the next application of PNA, then S U FY) 
is contained in S*. But we have only finite number of nodes, so we must 
attain a circuit after a finite number of iterations. 
We conclude this chapter by finishing the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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Proof of the Necessity for Theorem 2.4. 
We have shown that the algorithm constructed here produces the 
optimal solutions and the optimal values are the same whenever we start 
with feasible functions. As stated before, there exist feasible 
functions. By Lemma 2.2 and 2.3, J f(x) w(x) =• J |f(x) - g(x)| If 
x6X x& 
only If w and g satisfy Condition A and B, which establishes the 
theorem. 
IV. SENSITIVITY 
Suppose that an optimal solution g* to the dual (D) is already 
obtained by the Dual algorithm. The natural question to be asked is: Is 
there any way to find another optimal solution for the same data f or a 
solution gQ* for a perturbed data fg without applying the Dual 
algorithm again, and to what extent Is the data allowed to be perturbed? 
This chapter gives a partial answer to this question. 
At first, we make a partition of X, {Xj,...,X^} satisfying the 
following; 
1) g* takes a constant value on each X^ , i=l, 2, ..., n, 
2) For any pair x and y in each X^ , there is a path 
P : X + y which uses only nodes and arcs inside X^. 
By imposing the second condition, one can distinguish two subsets of X 
on both of which g* takes the same value but no element of one set can 
be related to any element of the other subset by the given partial order 
unless one goes outside the union of the two X^'s. Hence g* is allowed 
to take the same value on two or more different subsets. This 
partitioning will be performed by the Solution Partioning Algorithm (SPA) 
stated below. The SPA uses only the original network. 
4.1 Solution-Partitioning Algorithm 
Initially, set UN = X and paint the network: 
red if g*(x) < g*(y), (x,y) € Z 
green otherwise. 
For k = 1, 2, ..., repeat the following until UN = <j): Select 
* + * 
X g UN and apply the PNA with N = {x } and 
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N = {-"}. Then the PNA always ends up with a cut 
= [Sj^ ,X-Sj^ ] since the node denoted by -» is not 
connected to X. Set and UN = UN-Sj^ . 
It is easy to see that the algorithm is finished after at most j x |  
iterations and that {X^,...,X^ } satisfies the two conditions. Let 
* 
= g on X^, 1 = 1, ..., n. For a given indexed set A of real 
numbers, let ^^(i)»• • • be the rearrangement of A such that 
a^ j < ^(j) i < j. The median interval of A is the interval 
MI(A) 
(*(%)' " "-2k 
l:(k)' =(k+l)l If ° 
From now on, denotes the indexed set of {f(x)|x ç X^ } and [a^.b^] 
denotes the median interval for F^. 
4.2 Theorem 
For a given optimal solution g* to the dual, let {X^,...,Xjr be 
the partition of X generated by the SPA, Then for each i = 1, 2, ... 
n, 
«j, € MI(F^). 
Proof: For each i = 1, 2, ..., n, define 5^  and : 
6  ^= min {g (z)-g (y)| (y,z) € , 
* * , — 
= min {g (z)-g (y)| (y,z) € } , where 
5^  = 0 if = * and = 0 if Note that 6^  > 0 and 
Y. > 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Suppose a is not in MI(F^ ). 
Case 1: > b^  
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Define gg on X as following: 
8o(=) = ^ * 
g (x) - Y if X 6 
g*(x) if X 2 X^ 
where Y = 
Then Y > 0. If (y,z) ç 
if Qi * * 
if 
ggCy) = g (y) - Y < g (z) - Y < g (z) = ggCz) 
and if # * and (y,z) ç Q^ , then 
SqCy) = g (y) < g (z) - Y^  = ggCz). 
Thus gQ is in G(X). But 
I |f(x) - g (x)| > I |f(x) - ggCx)] 
xgX^ xçX^ 
* 
which contradicts the optimality of g . 
Case 2: < a^ 
The same argument can be employed to reach the contradiction with 
gQ defined below: 
g - 6 if X € X. 
,(x) = * 
g"(x) if X X^  
where 
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and the proof is completed. 
If g* is the solution obtained by the dual algorithm, then is 
equal to the lower end of MI(F^ ). 
4.3 Theorem 
Under the same hypothesis as in the theorem 4.2 with g* obtained by 
the dual algorithm, g* = a^  ^ on each X^. 
Proof; Let w and F be the optimal solution to the primal 
* _ * 
corresponding to g . We have already shown that V w (x) = 0 for 
each i. If there exists XQ f such that W*CXQ) = 0, it then follows 
from the Condition A that = a^  = b^  on such X^ . So, without loss of 
generality, one may assume that there is no XQ Ç. such that 
w*(XQ) = 0. In this case, the cardinality of X^ , |x^j, should be even 
* 
due to the fact T w (x) = 0. Let {x, ,...,x_,} be a rearrangement 
xex^ ^ 
of X^ so that f is nondecreasing on X^ in that order. By the 
theorem 4.2, one has f(x^  ^< < f(x^ ^^ )^. If f(x^) = the 
case is trivial. So, let us assume that f(x^) < f(Xj^ j^^ ). 
The red color of the original arc is determined by g alone and g, in 
turn, is changed only after a cut. Moreover any original arc in the cut 
generated by the SPA has exactly the same red color as it has at the 
termination of the dual algorithm. This means that there should be a 
certain iteration such that: 
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1) PNA ends up with a cut QQ = [SQ,N\Sg] with SQ = 
2) All the original arcs in QQ becomes red by painting after 
the cut QQ and their color will never be changed again. 
Note that the color of the original arcs inside SQ = might be changed 
in the future but it can't become red. If B = Gg step E in this 
iteration, at least one original arc in the cut QQ becomes white. This 
contradicts the property of the cut QQ. Thus one has that 
6 = < ^ 2 at step E. Let 6 be attained at €X^ , i.e., 
g = 6^ = f(yQ) - g(yg), and let x* denote the node to which PNA is 
applied. 
4» 
Case 1: yg = x 
wCyg) is still 0, fCyg) = gCyg) and (-",yg) is green. By the 
* 
assumption that there is no Xg € X^ with w (xg) =0, there should be a 
circuit P in the future such that yg € P and all the original arcs 
* 
in P are in X^ . Note that yg = x is not in UN any more. This 
guarantees the existence of y^ in UN D X^ to which PNA can be 
applied. Moreover, (-",yg) is in P and (-"«y^ ) is in P^ . Thus 
w(yg) = -1, fCyg) = g(yg), w(y^) = 1 and f(yj) > g(yj) 
* 
Case 2: y^ f x 
The color inside X^  ^ is not changed and the arc (-".yg) becomes 
black or green since wCyg) is still 0 or 1 and since g becomes 
equal to f at yg. Thus, in the very next iteration, there exists a 
* 
circuit containing x and yg and one has: 
w(yg) =0 or -1 and g(yg) = f(yg), 
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* * * 
w(x ) = 1 and g(x ) < f(x ). 
If WCYQ) = 0 and gCyg) = fCyq), one comes to the same situation as in 
case 1. Thus far, one has shown the existence of a pair Yq, in 
such that 
wCy^) = -1 and gCyg) = fCyg), 
w(y^) = 1 and gCy^ ) < fCy^), 
in both cases following the cut Qg. Now if there is another cut Q' 
* 
after QQ by applying PNA with another x in FL UN ^  <J), then QQ = 
Q' and g will be increased on X^ . But the exact same situation as 
after QQ will follow after Q'. This completes the proof. 
Redefine S^'s in the proof of the theorem 4.2: 
rmln{g*(z)-g*(y) | (y,z) g if t (|) 
- a^  if 
4.4 Theoren 
Under the same hypotheses of the theorem 4.3, let d^ be any number 
on the interval [0,min(6^ , b^ ,-a^)] for each i = 1, 2, ..., n and gg* 
= g* + d^ on each X£. Then gg* is another optimal solution to the 
dual (D) for the same data f unless w =0, the same w and F is 
the optimal solution to the primal (?) and their common optimal value is 
the same. 
A  ^
Proof: It is easy to see that g € G(X) and that J w (x) = 0 for 
" x6X^ 
each i. Thus it suffices to show that Condition A is still valid. 
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Noticing that 6^ = whenever and 6^  > 0 whenever 
Q^"*" ^ *, one has the following equivalent statements when one takes 
d^  = mln(6^ ,b^ -a^ ): 
1) gg* = g* \y 
2) d^ = 0, 
3) a^ = b^  ^
4) there exists x Ç such that w (x) =0 or a pair y, z 6 
such that w(y) = -1, w(z) = 1 and f(x) = f(y) = a^ . 
Therefore one may assume that w (x) 0 for all x € and a^  < b .^ 
In this case, the theorem 4.3 together with the choice of d^ establishes 
the proof. 
Notice that, due to the theorem 4.3, one can not construct another 
* * 
optimal solution g^ that takes the smaller value than g even at one 
point In X when the same data Is used. 
Let the partition {X^, X ,X^} of X be defined as following; 
X* = {x e X I w*(x) = 1}, 
X° = {x € X I w (x) = 0}, 
X~ = {x € X I w*(x) = -1}. 
Note that some of X"*", X® and X~ may be empty. Let h be any function 
on X such that 
h(x) > g*(x) - f(x) , X € X"*", 
h(x) =0 , X € X^, 
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h(x) < g (x) - f(x) , X € X . 
4.5 Theorem 
If fgCx) = f(x) + h(x), X € X, then g , w and F are still 
optimal solutions for the new data fg. Moreover, the common optimal 
value is 
J f(x) w (x) + J h(x) w (x). 
X € X X € X 
Proof: The only thing affected by the perturbation is the validity of 
condition A which can be checked trivially. 
We conclude this chapter by interpreting w*. The optimal value 
min J |f(x)-g(x)( is the function of the given data f. One may view 
x6X 
f as a vector with the components f(x) at the position x. Let V be 
the function defined on the totality of the functions on X as following 
V(f) = min I |f(x)-g(x)|. 
g Ç G(X) X € X 
As shown before, V(f) = J f(x) w (x). 
X é X 
s v f f )  *  *  
Thus = w (x). That is, w (x) is the rate of the change with 
respect to f(x) as long as f satisfies Condition A. If f violates 
the condition A, the current w* is not an optimal solution anymore and 
hence is not the rate of the change. This is the underlying idea in the 
construction of the new data fg in the theorem 4.5. One sees that the 
theorem 4.5 supports this interpretation. 
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V. DUAL SOLUTIONS F&(M KNOHH 
OPTIMAL PRIMAL AND CONVERSELY 
Suppose that an optimal solution w* on £ is known, but the 
* 
corresponding F on £ Is not known. We are to find the optimal 
solution g* to the dual. Note that the existence of F* and g* is 
guaranteed by the dual algorithm. F* can be retrieved by the feasible 
distribution algorithm in [16, Chapter 3]. Therefore, one may assume that 
both w* and F* are known even if F* is missing. 
To find g*, the dual algorithm In Chapter 2 is applied with fixed 
* * 
w and F, that Is, w = w and F = F . Noting that whenever the dual 
algorithm is initiated with any feasible solutions, it produces the 
optimal solutions, we put g = 0 on X at the beginning. At each 
iteration, the outcome of PNA is always a cut. For if It is a circuit, 
J f(x)w(x) is strictly Increasing by the theorem 3.12. This 
xgX * * * * 
contradicts the optimality of w and F . Thus w and F remains 
* 
the same during the entire process and g 6 G(X) can be found. As 
stated above, PNA always ends up with a cut. This means that it never 
uses the augmented arcs and that the step D and the painting for the 
augmented arcs in the step B can be omitted if we modify the step E 
suitably. When the dual algorithm is applied only to the orignal network, 
none of the augmented arcs is In a cut Q = [S,N\S]. But any node in 
S is connected to the node by an augmented arc. Thus, g^  is 
defined by 
= mln{f(x)-g(x) I x € S, w(x) =0 or 1}. 
Combining all these together, the dual algorithm can be revised for this 
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purpose• 
5.1 Revised Dual Algorithm 
* * 
Initially, w = w , F = F and g = 0. 
Step A: Given w and g, let 
UN = {x 6 X| f(x) > g(x), w(x) = 0 or -1} 
If UN = <|), g is the solution. 
Step B: Given w, g and F, the painting for (x,y)g X is; 
red if g(x) < g(y) 
white if g(x) = g(y), F(J) = 0 
and the green color is fixed for any J such that F(J) > 0. 
Step C; select x* 6 UN and apply PNA with N^ = {x } and 
N = {-<»}. 
Step E; For given cut Q = [S,N\S], calculate 
6 = min{g^ ,62} where 
gj = min{f(x)-g(x) | x Ç S, w(x) =0 or 1}, 
$2 = min{g(z)-g(y) | (y,z) € 
and let 
g' = g + 6 eg. 
Go to step A. 
Suppose one has the optimal solution g to the dual and is to find 
 ^ * 
the solution w and F to the primal. Due to the dual algorithm, the 
existence of w satisfying both the optimal conditions and that of F 
such that F*(J) = 0 for any J = (x,y) g £ with g (x) < g (y) are 
guaranteed. Thus w can be fixed by sgn[f(x)-g (x)] whenever 
f(x) - g*(x) * 0 and F* by 0 on = {(x,y) € Z | g*(x) < g (y)}. 
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* I * 
It is enough to find the values of w on the set {x € X |f(x) = g (x)} 
and the values of F* on = {(x,y) € £ | g (x) = g (y)}. Note that 
if the partition is generated by SPA, then 
° + 
U Q. = £ 
i=l 
where = [X^ ,X-X^ ] in SPA and all the arcs inside each X^  are in 
S®. This means that the constraint (P-3) is satisfied when it is 
satisfied in each X^. Thus the problem under consideration can be 
handled on each X^ separately. 
Suppose X^ is fixed. Let X^ ^ = {x € X^ | g (x) = f(x)}. Augment 
the original network inside X^^ by attaching a node -«> and the arc set 
= {(-<»,x) I X 6 X^ ®} if X *^^   ^(j). Let f^ be the set of the 
original arcs inside X^. With this setting, the function F on is 
extended to a function on and w on to a function on 
if g*(x) < f(x) 
if g*(x) = f(x) 
if g (x) > f(x) 
w(-oo) = - J w(x) . 
x€X^ 
The problem now becomes the feasible distribution problem in Rockafellar 
[16, Chapter 3] when w and F are viewed as a supply function and a flow 
respectively. The capacity intervals for this view is defined as 
following: 
X U {-co} as following: 
w(x) = I 1 
[-1,1] for all J in 
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[0,«) for all J in 
The feasible distribution algorithm for this problem can be found in 
Çhapter 3 of [16]. One prior assumption of the algorithm is that the sum 
of the supplies over all the nodes is zero. Note that this assumption is 
satisfied by 
w(-oo) = - y w(x) 
x '6 
* 
if  ^({). But if X^  = (}), w = w is fixed on X^  and 
J w(x) = y w (x) = 0. 
X € X^ X€X^ 
At the termination, the extended F carries all the information to be 
found. That is, 
w (x) = F(-»,x) , X € X^*^ 
and 
F*(J) = F(J), on S,^. 
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VI. C(X0fENTS 
We will give some thought to the problems similar to the problem 
here. The more general isotonic optimization problem with weights 
V in Chapter 1, 
(D'); min I |f(x)-g(x)| v(x) when g g G(X) 
xçX 
can be handled by the same manner we do here. Consider the problem: 
(?'): max I f(x)w(x) 
X0C 
when 
(P'-l): w(x) € {0, ± v(x)}, X € X, 
(P'-2); F(x,y) > 0, (x,y) 6 & 
(P'-3); w(x) = I F(x,y) - J F(z,x), x € X. 
y€U(x) zÇL(x) 
Then, the almost same lemmas as Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 can be formed easily 
together with the sufficient optimal conditions. But the integral 
property of the function w on X can not be enjoyed any more and the 
algorithm will appear to be more complicated. 
One more problem that can be treated by the same way is the smoothing 
of data in two way tables with the order restriction. This problem 
without the order restriction has been discussed recently by Fink in 
[17]. Suppose that an m x n matrix of data A = (a^j) is given and we 
wish to find r, < r„ < ... < r and s < s_ < ... < s so that 1 z m i z n 
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is minimized. Consider the problem: 
max Î y . 
when 
(1); {0,±1} for all (i,j), 
(2): b^ > 0, i = 1, 2, m-1, 
Cj > 0, j = 1, 2, n-1, 
n 
(3): y w + b , - b = 0, i = 1, 2, m, 
j=l 
m 
- y w - c , + c = 0, j = 1, 2, n, 
i=l J J 
It is easy to see that both problems have the feasible solutions, that is, 
WHO, bsO, c=0, r=0 and s = 0. Moreover, the sufficient optimal 
conditions can be obtained with ease: 
(C-1): = sgnta^ j-r^ -sj] whenever a^ .  -  *  0 
(C-2): y r W, = 0 = y s.W^ 
i i 1 j ] 
m 
where W, = y w.. and W-* = ^ w. . 
i ij 1=1 
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